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Abstract: Processes of plastic injection molding are often
under analyzes in industry and science. Many of these
considerations apply to epoxy resins with additional
reinforcement, often with glass or carbon fiber inside the
closed mould. The simulations of injection molding
processes in the production of composite elements is not as
common, as thermoplasts. Hence the idea to carry out the
work described in this article. The RTM (Resin Transfer
Molding) method is dedicated to serial production with the
possibility of producing visual carbon fiber elements for
aesthetic reasons. Simulations can help to better refine the
products. This allows to take appropriate precautions and
solve many issues before implementation. The article
presents possible situations that could occur in real
conditions. Various shapes models were prepared as basis
of the numerical calculations. The analyses highlighting
the possible issues were performed. The influence of resin
pressure and flow rate on the final product was also
considered. The aim was to present the characteristic
phenomena and their causes that often occur in reality to
technologists working with the RTM. Conclusions related
to the work carried out are included. Based on the analyzes
and conclusions drawn, it is possible to improve the quality
of production processes.

concentrates on simulating flow of epoxy resin in
injection mold with carbon fiber inside. Simulations
were carried out using the advanced RTM (Resin
Transfer Molding) method to produce composite
components. It involves injecting resin into a closed,
reinforcing form under pressure. One of the main
issues of this technique is to provide appropriate resin
flow in the injection mold and fully supersaturate the
reinforcement with thermosetting resin. Directions of
carbon fibers and porosity of reinforcement heavily
affects these attributes. Numerical simulations can
generate information on correct design of the mold
and the impact of fiber orientation and porosity using
professional CFD software Moldex3D. Investigation
was focused on real production method of mirror
caps for sport cars.
1.1 RTM process overview
The RTM (Resin Transfer Molding) method is a
closed mold method to manufacture carbon fiberbased composites. It involves the injection of resin
into
the
preset
reinforcement.
[5]
Resin, reinforcement
and
technological
characteristics heavily affect the properties of the
produced parts. The performance of the finished
workpiece also is under effect of environmental
pressure and temperature, reinforcement size and its
distribution [6]. Many factors affecting the
manufacturing method need simulation software at
the planning point. Simulations allow to choose the
injection speed and determine the time of filling the
mold. Too low injection speed may not allow the
resin to fully saturate the reinforcement due to
premature hardening, whereas too high injection
speed may move reinforcement inside the mold [5].
Placement of reinforcement within the mold
is also important. The uneven allocation in the cavity
volume contributes to many adverse effects:
the complete fulfilling is not allowable and increase
strain forces which deform the part [7, 5, 8].
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1. INTRODUCTION
Thanks to a broad spectrum of implementations, and
to multiple production and combination methods
composites are implemented in many industries. [1]
The choice of the appropriate technology
and material in the production enables achieving
gratifying effects [2, 3].
Automotive market requires modern product design,
high dimensional accuracy and surface quality, thus
generating new challenges in manufacturing
technologies. This process leads to new
and innovative solutions which cover the entire life
cycle of the product, in particular the design
and manufacturing process [4]. The paper
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One of present targets is to implement innovative
technology to decrease the cost of producing carbon
fiber parts and unlock the chance of mass production.
[9]Developing components by using the RTM
method generates multiple issues described in the
next section of this paper.
The RTM method is mainly used for serial
production, because it’s economically justified only
for large volumes [10]. This is due to the relatively
high costs of starting production and relatively low
unit production costs. In comparison with other
methods of production of composite elements, the
RTM method allows high repeatability and
production efficiency [11]. RTM is much safer for
employees and the environment due to the smaller
amount of styrene emitted to the atmosphere. This
effect is obtained by isolating the gelling process
from the environment by using a closed mold.
The RTM production process involves injection of
resin mixture into the mold with reinforcement. This
method of production is used to manufacture high
quality components, meeting strict requirements in
terms of strength and aesthetics. By using a closed
mold, it is possible to obtain smooth surfaces or
textures corresponding to the mold surface on both
sides of the molding. It is also possible to
manufacture elements of any size and complex
shapes. Thanks to the closed form, elements
manufactured by RTM are characterized by high
dimensional accuracy. In order to improve the
manufacturing process vacuum is often used, as it
allows to control the flow of the resin material and is
helpful in accurately closing the mold. A simplified
diagram of the RTM process implementation is
presented in the Figure 1.

permeability is strongly anisotropic. The third one is
the directions of permeability.

Fig. 1. Simplified diagram RTM production method
Table 1. Suggested process conditions
Melt temp. (min)

20 ˚C

Melt temp. (normal)

25 ˚C

Melt temp. (max)

30 ˚C

Mold temp. (min)

30 ˚C

Mold temp. (normal)

35 ˚C

Mold temp. (max)

40 ˚C

Melt temp. (min)

20 ˚C

Melt temp. (normal)

25 ˚C

Melt temp. (max)

30 ˚C

Table 2. Mechanical properties of epoxy resin

1.2 Matrix material
The finite element analysis was carried out for the
chosen model of thermosetting, epoxy resin material.
Figure 2 and 3 shows resin’s viscosity and conversion
graphs [12] and Table 1 and 2 shown input
parameters of the process.
The properties of the reinforcement material have no
major impact on the course of the process being
analyzed. Used type of fabric or mat determines the
production characteristics (such as thickness, density
or type of weave) and the positioning of the
reinforcement in the mold. The influence
of reinforcement parameters for the needs of
numerical simulations was described by three
variables. The first variable - porosity refers to the
volume occupied by the reinforcement in the form.
The variable takes values in the range <0, 1>. Where
porosity 0 means complete filling of the form
by reinforcement, and 1 means absolute lack of
reinforcement in the form. The second variable - the

Poisson’s ratio

0.38

Young’s modulus

2e9 N/m2

Kirchhoff module

5.7e8 N/m2

Coefficient of linear thermal
expansion (fiber direction)

9e-6

Coefficient of linear thermal
expansion (perpendicular direction)

4.5e-5

Fig. 2. Viscosity of epoxy resin
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Fig. 4. Scheme resin flow through the mold

The flow of resin in any injection method can be
described in simplified terms using the Darcy’s law
(equation 1). Taking into account the difference in
pressure in the formula, injection time, resin viscosity
and permeability, we can observe the influence of
given factors on the flow.

Fig. 3. Conversion of epoxy resin

2. SIMULATION AND ANALYSIS
(1)
- injection time,
– resin viscosity (lower viscosity make injection
shorten),
- element length (small distance between inlet and
outlet shortens time),
– permeability tensor (larger, shortens the time of
injection),
- pressure difference (higher, make injection time
shorten).

A flow rate adjustment is used for the resin injection
control.
It
averages
around
0.7
cm3/s
The documentation defines maximum inlet pressure of
7 MPa, corresponding to the resin injection machine
specifications. Data was presented in Table 3.
Table 3. Input parameters in the simulation process
Max. filling time
600.00 s
Inlet material temperature
25.0 °C
Mold temperature
35.0 °C
Max. injection pressure
7.00 MPa
Max. inlet flow rate
0.7 cm3/s
Cavity volume
173.614 cm3
Environment temp.
25.0 °C

The flow velocity vector takes the form (equation 2).
(2)
– velocity,
– viscosity,
– pressure gradient.

2.1 Mathematical description
Simulations were carried out, the aim was to analyze
the
impact
different
variants
and
type
of reinforcement arrangement in the mold cavity have
on the resin flow. The flow of resin in the mold
determined by the pressure difference between two
points inside the mold (Figure 4).

The permeability of the carbon reinforcement inside
the mold can be defined using a permeability tensor
(equation 3). It is a matrix K, which we define by
giving the values K11, K22, K33.

(3)
,
,
– main directions of permeability tensor.
The main directions of the permeability tensor are the
input data for simulation in the Moldex3D software
determine the elements lij of the above matrix.
lij - The main values of the permeability tensor
Kij - Permeability of the main axes of permeability
tensor
The flow continuity equation (equation 4) is
expressed as follows:

– fluid density
and the energy equation (equation 5) takes the
following form:
(5)
– specific heat,
– temperature,
– thermal conductivity,
– shear rate,
– conversion,
– heat gain from chemical reactions.

(4)
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In order to determine viscosity of the resin, a
modified Castro-Macosko model was used [13-15].
This mathematical model is often used for curing the
liquid thermosetting described as thermo-physical
transport equation (equations 6 and 7).

two car mirror caps geometry (right and left) (Figure
5). Mirror caps of one set are trimmed off from each
mold during manufacturing. In the processes of
production of RTM elements, Moldex3D software
was used to simulate resin flow in the mold. This
instrument is commonly used in the plastic element
manufacturing
sectors.
The simulation
of
thermoplastic and reactive polymers can be
performed as well. This analysis uses the finite
element method computation [17]. A mesh of 3D
elements with a maximum edge length limited to
3mm was created (Figure 6). After the meshing
process was completed, a model with the parameters
described in Table 4 was received [16, 18, 19].

(6)
(7)
η0 – viscosity without shearing
- gelation point.
τ*, c1, c2, n, B, Tb – material constants.
Combined model of Kamal, Sourour and Ryan
(equations 8 and 9) was used to describe the cure
in viscoelastic relations [16].
(8)
(9)
,

– material coefficients,
– reaction rate that can be described by the
Arrhenius equation,
– coefficient of proportionality,
– activation energy,
– gas constant,
– temperatura.
2.2 Mesh
Performed tests were based on a 3D model of the
cover of car mirrors. The major subject of studies was
to simulate the flow of resin in the cavity and
evaluate the injection parameters impacts on the right
procedure. The cavity model included regions of the

Fig. 5. CAD model of the mirror cover and the cavity
model with the inlet

Fig. 6. Mesh of finite elements - model of the mold cavity with the inlet channel
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Table 4. Mesh of finite elements
Name
Value
Mesh type
Mixed
Cavity dimension
137.1177 x 328.3881 x
412.5835 (mm)
Mold dimension
214.2700 x 375.0000 x
460.0000 (mm)
Cavity volume
69.2558 (cm3)
Runner volume
104.358 (cm3)
Total number of finite
871 423
elements
Cavity number of finite
838 659
elements
Nodes number
368 756
The maximum size of finite
2 (mm)
elements

fabric arrangement with equivalent reinforcement
parameters.
3.1 The undesirable phenomena of the filling
process
An important issue in the design is venting of the
mold in such a way that after the injection process the
reinforcement is fully saturated by the resin without
air bubbles. Excess resin in the mold is transferred
through the overflow channel. A deficiency of resin
causes a failure that can be easily corrected by
increasing the volume of resin injected. If, despite the
increase in the amount of injected resin, the failures
still occur, they are called air traps. They emerge in a
situation when the flowing front separates and then
connects back in another place (Figure 7). In this
situation, the undesirable phenomenon associated
with improper filling by the resin is the phenomenon
of air staying within the mold in the form of air traps.
This is related to the arrangement of the
reinforcement inside the\ mold cavity and the flow
resistance determined by them depending on the
direction of flow and geometry of the mold cavity
[20].

3. SIMULATION AND ANALYSIS
Multiple numerical analyses were performed. Various
factors influencing epoxy resin flow in the mold with
the fabric and the occurrence of undesired events
were taken into consideration. Air traps have been the
most problematic among many of the negative
events. The model was evaluated with regard to the
impact of the reinforcement parameter with the same
carbon fabric location and the impact of the carbon

Fig. 7. Occurrence of air traps

After the flow simulation, information about the
occurrence of this undesirable phenomenon was
received. An air trap occurred in 387 places.

Most of the air traps appeared in the area of the collar
(outside the specific area of the molded part, which is
later removed as waste) as in Figure 8.
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Fig. 8. A colorful map the time of cavity filling with the marked location of air traps

In all cases of porosity, the number of air traps is similar,
with the minimum benefit for a model with a higher fiber
content. This indicates a poor dependency between the
occurrence of air traps and porosity of the fabric.
In each case analyzed a similar pressure distribution
was observed and the maximum pressure value
increased slightly with the fabric porosity increasing.
The thermal energy generated (by viscous friction) has
not exceeded 0.018 J and 0.014 J respectively with a
reinforcing porosity of level 0.7 or 0.5. If the porosity is
reduced to 0.2, the energy rises to 0.273 J. There is a
bigger flow resistance to the fluid. This provides
approximately 17 higher values in comparison to value
researched in the past. This increase takes place only
locally, the pressure distribution in most fields is
comparable to other cases. This may show that the flow
resistance must be overcome in regions where the mold
walls are almost vertical.

3.2 Influence of reinforcement parameters
3.2.1 Change in porosity
Porosity was defined as a ratio of the free space,
intended to be filled with resin, to the entire volume of
the mold cavity. Table 5 shows the results of simulation
for selected cases of porosity of carbon fabric. The
porosity unfortunately depends heavily on the fiber
arrangement in the mold. Manual reinforcement
identifies many adverse occurrences, including fiberdensity modifications on 1cm2 and swings in porosity
within reinforcement and greater laminated-surface
distortion. The models presumed that the reinforcement
parameters are stable in the whole cavity.
When analyzing the outcomes listed above, the major
differences in the mold fulfilling moment are easily
noticed. This must done by filling with fixed amount of
resin. This indicates that the rate of injection depends
heavily on how much free space it can fill in the mold.

Table 5. Comparison of differences in simulation with changes in porosity
Porosity
0.2
0.5
Resin weight: 4.314 g
Resin weight: 10.784 g
Resin volume: 7 7.35 cm3
Resin volume: 13.25 cm3
Filling time
25.3 s
63.2s
Quantity of air traps and weld line
Air trap: 56
Air trap: 58
Weld line: 5
Weld line: 6
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0.7
Resin weight: 15.098 g
Resin volume: 17.12 cm3
88.4 s
Air trap: 55
Weld line: 27

3.7 x10-2 MPa
0.273 J

Max. pressure inside cavity (without runner system)
4.2 x10-2
Viscos friction heat generation
1.8 x10-2 J

3.2.2 Change of fiber direction
The Resin flow relies heavily on the orientation of
fibers
in
the
mold.
The
orientation
and the permeability of the reinforcement highly
influence the resins flow. Figure 9 (a) show a flat
plate with four different reinforcement areas with the
same permeability in difference direction, 45° to the
left, 45° to the right, vertically and horizontally, as
shown. Figure 9 (b) shows the results of injection
analysis. The location of the primary permeability
axis can be considered to have a great impact that
strongly determines the distribution of the resin in a
plate covered with reinforcement.
The modeling of resin flow through reinforcement
with characteristic porosity and permeability
is slightly simplified, as fabric fibers are arranged in
the same pattern over the mold. The linearity of fibers
in the reinforcement is often troublesome and the
material fabrics are compressed or stretched.
A study of the influence of the direction of the fiber
was started by simulating a situation where
the directional parameters are adequately: R1=(0;1;0)
and R2 = (0;0;1) with the assumed values of the
coefficients K_11, K_22, K_33 = 0.00001cm2.
Further calculations were carried out with a constant
porosity parameter equal to 0.5, the impact of which
was described in the previous section. When values
K_11, K_22, K_33 are increased to 0.001 cm2, many
adverse events have been reported. First of all, there
have been more than 100 places with this variation of
permeability where the so-called "high probability"
of air traps occurring. In addition, more than 5‰ of
volume was not sufficiently filled.

(a)

4.6 x10-2 MPa
1.4 x10-2 J

A resin flow test has also been carried out in the form
of fibers rotated by an angle of 45° and the parameters
R1 = (0; 1; 0) and R2 = (0; 0; 0) are relative to the
output R1 = (0; 1; 0), r2 = (0; 0; 1). The porosity
parameter was unchanged at 0.5. The variation in
permeability is defined by changing the values of
K_11 = 0.001 cm2, K_22 = 0.0001 cm2 and K_33 =
0.00001 cm2 Terms K_11, K_22, K_33 = 0.00001cm2.
This way, only one privileged flow direction was
obtained. Figure 10 shows the completeness of the
after 85.2% of total filling time for two cases: a) with
two equivalent directions of permeability; b) One main
direction as described in above.
It is easy to notice that if there is one main permeability
direction, the resin front is definitely ahead of other flow
directions. This tendency is particularly noticeable in
case of flat parts of the molds.
In spite of many tests involving different
reinforcement in the slot, the filling time of the mold
was always within the range of 100-110 seconds. In
trials in which the reinforcement did not show
one of the main directions of transmission, the
direction of the flow resin was more prone to gravity
and slowly filled the vertical walls of the mold.

(b)

Fig. 9. The influence of the reinforcement fibers angle on
the resin flow in the cavity [13, 21]

(a)
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The process of filling the mold was comparable in all
the tests performed. For the tests carried out it was
noted that the method of setting the fabric does not
significantly affect the injection time and other
parameters.
The form prepared for the production of RTM should
allow to place the reinforcement in one simple slice
to avoid bends and other complications of the shape.
A constant thickness of the cavity should also be
maintained. Changes in thickness may result in air
traps occurring. If possible, thickness should be
changed in important areas. To further simulate the
processes involved, especially those related to the air
traps, the appropriate mesh of finite elements needs to
be generated in the walls of an element.
By consideration of numerical simulations during the
development stage and the variant optimization of
RTM parameters in the production of composite
components, an adverse situation can be avoided and
an excellent surface performance of the piece on both
ends
of the mold can be achieved. The obtained composite
element production time of about two minutes allows
for competition with manufacturing of thermoplastic
plastics.

(b)
Fig. 10. Flow analysis for two different permeability
tensors, first one with only one main direction and second
one with two equivalent directions
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Composite components are not often produced using
the RTM method. This is because preparing
the manufacturing is very expensive. However, the
RTM method is the most efficient method
of manufacturing of Epoxy-Carbon components
presently in use.
Virtual manufacturing testing should be used to
decrease the expense of applying new composite
parts. The analysis of the mold filling process is
mostly carried out by using FEM simulation
and the choice of suitable injection parameters and
appropriate mold development alternatives. By using
computer simulations, cost of preparing a prototype
can be reduced.
In this work, the CAD model corresponds to the
actual components produced for automotive industry.
The model does not incorporate the heating channels
and the cooling system of the mold.
Reinforcement has an important impact on resin flow.
Porosity is the most influential characteristic
affecting on outcomes. The porosity defines the time
of injection and how many resin is required for filling
the mold. The low porosity of the fabric improves
heat generation, causes extra stress and, improves
mold fitting precision. While a low porosity of the
reinforcement was considered to allow for a better
saturation, air traps were rare.
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